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RJC Auction

Item number: 1

Donor: Judy Stern

Estimated 
value: $25

Minimum bid: 
none

Description: 
Gift card to 
Phoenix Books

Item number: 2

Donor: Steve and MJ 
Hochberg

Value: $25ea
Four cards 
available

Minimum bid: 
$18

Description: Gift card to Rutland Pharmacy. 
Cards can be used for prescription 
deductibles, co-pays, or anything in 
either the Rutland or Springfield Stores.

Item number: 3

Donor: Judy Stern

Estimated 
value: $30 

Minimum bid: 
none

Description: Gift 
certificate for 
Rutland Famer’s 
Market
(3x $10 each sold 
as a group)

Item number: 4

Donor: Lenore Haskel

Estimated value: 
$120

Minimum bid: $70

Description:
THREE overnights 
of EXPERT pet 
sitting at your 
home where your 
pet is most 
comfortable.
Lenore has over 
14 years of 
experience in pet 
sitting.

Item number: 5

Donor: Rutland 
Jewish Center

Estimated 
value: $22

Description: Rutland 
Jewish Center 
cookbook

Bid for one: choose 
the number to buy
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Item number: 6

Donor: Kathy  and Gene Felder

Estimated 
value: $35

Description:
Bar-b-que tools in 
carrying case 
(unused)

Item: Bracelets

Donor: Jackie 
Walker

Estimated value: 
Black $45
White $40
Blue $60

Minimum bid is 
$20 below 
estimated value

Description: Handmade beaded bracelets. The bracelets are 
made using mostly glass and some natural stone 
beads. They are strung with a weaving stitch on natural 
leather. Bracelets take anywhere from 3-8 hours of work 
depending on the intricacy of the design and the number of 
holes for each bead. Metal buttons are used for the clasp.

Item number: 7

Donor: Jackie 
Walker

Estimated 
value: $45

Description: 
Handmade 
beaded 
bracelet

Black

Item number: 8

Donor: Jackie 
Walker

Estimated 
value: $40

Description: 
Handmade 
beaded 
bracelet

White

Item number: 9

Donor: Jackie 
Walker

Estimated 
value: $60

Description: 
Handmade 
beaded 
bracelet

Blue

Item number: 10

Donor: Rabbi 
Ellie Shemtov

Estimated 
value: the sky 
is the limit

Description: Take a walk with the 
rabbi.

Join the rabbi on one of her daily 
walks around Rutland. Time and 
place TBD.

(Buyer beware: the rabbi has a 
tendency to spontaneously break 
out into a dance while out 
strolling)
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Item number: 11

Donor: Sabra Shulman

Estimated value: 
Unknown

Minimum bid $40

Description: 
Mittens and hat. 
Handmade (knit by 
Sabra just for us !)
Women’s average size
Alpaca and merino 
wool. 
Hand wash only.

Item number: 12

Donor: Sabra Shulman

Estimated value: 
Unknown

Minimum bid $45

Description: Shawl
Handmade (knit by 
Sabra)

100% Soft merino 
wool. 

Hand wash only.

Item number: 13

Donor: Douglas and Jessica Weber

Estimated 
value: 
Unknown

Minimum bid: 
$25

Description:
Unnumbered 1979 
print- Calder 
Purchased at a 
synagogue art 
auction back in the 
90’s for $40

Note: Frame needs 
repair

Item number: 14

Donor: Kathy  and Gene Felder

Estimated 
value: $15

Description:
Spiral Slicer

Item number: 15

Donor: Barry Cohen

Estimated 
value: $200

Minimum bid:
none

Description: Art 
glass vase by 
David R. Boutin
Dimensions7" 
tall x 7" wide

Signed by 
artist

Dated 4/95

Item number: 16

Donor: Harvey and 
Shelley Zara

Estimated 
value: Very 
expensive

Minimum bid: 
$225

Description: One 
bottle of Chateau 
Talbot 2002, 750 
ml. This vintage is not 
available elsewhere 
(older and younger 
are). Properly stored 
and very good ullage.
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Item number: 17

Donor: Douglas and Jessica Weber

Estimated 
value: 
Unknown

Minimum bid: 
$30

Description: Mishnah 
Poster: ”He who saves a 
single Jewish life it is 
accounted to him as if he 
had saved the whole 
world“
Posters were sent by the 
North American 
Coalition for Ethiopian 
Jews to thank donors of 
$500,  or more for 
emergency drives in the 
early 90's.

Item number: 18

Donor: Martha 
and Ted Molnar

Estimated 
value: $40

Description: 
Seashells 8.5x5 
by Delbos

Frame included

Item number: 19

Donor: Bonnie 
Cohen

Estimated 
value: $120

Minimum 
bid: $40

Description: 
Lenox china 
salad bowl with 
matching salt 
and pepper

Item number: 20

Donor: Martha 
and Ted Molnar

Estimated value: Unknown
Minimum bid $30 each

Description: Petit point

• Holy site 9x12

• Rachel’s tomb 16x20

• Frames included

Check out Alana's website alananorell.com, where you can 
browse photos of her work and don’t forget to follow her on 
Instagram at @alananorell and @alananorellfinejewelry

Items: Jewelry

Alana Norell Baum is a Private Jeweler from NYC who recently 
relocated to Mendon with her family and feels blessed to be part 
of the RJC community, while also working remotely with her 
office in Midtown Manhattan! As a Private Jeweler, she is a 
personal jewelry specialist, designer, and buyer. Alana 
specializes in custom fine jewelry, wholesale diamonds, and 
finished fine jewelry pieces ALL at wholesale prices!! She loves 
resetting engagement rings and revamping any old jewelry you 
have laying around as well.

Item number: 21

Donor: Alana Norell Fine Jewelry 
and The Baum Family

Estimated value: $15

Colored silk

Description: Mask 
chains are a hot 
accessory that we 
could all use in the 
current times! 
Wearing a mask is so 
important these days, 
so why not make it 
stylish?! Keep your 
mask within reach 
and on trend with 
mask chains , 
available in colored 
silk.
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Item number: 22

Donor: Alana Norell Fine Jewelry 
and The Baum Family

Estimated value: $20 

Silver

Description: Mask 
chains are a hot 
accessory that we 
could all use in the 
current times! 
Wearing a mask is 
so important these 
days, so why not 
make it stylish?! 
Keep your mask 
within reach and on 
trend with mask 
chains, available 
silver! 

Item number: 23

Donor: Alana Norell Fine Jewelry 
and The Baum Family

Estimated value: $20 

Gold plated

Description: Mask 
chains are a hot 
accessory that we 
could all use in the 
current times! 
Wearing a mask is 
so important these 
days, so why not 
make it stylish?! 
Keep your mask 
within reach and on 
trend with mask 
chains, available in 
gold plated! 

Item number: 24

Donor: Alana Norell Fine Jewelry 
and The Baum Family

Estimated value: 
$495

Minimum bid: $280

Description: This customized Alana Norell Diamond Initial 
Necklace is from her newest collection, which can be made with 
ANY desired initial and any combination of 14K yellow, white, or 
rose gold. This initial necklace can also be custom made with 
the birthstone or gemstone of your choice to make it 
completely unique—She is happy to help with any design 
decisions. Perfect to spoil yourself with or give as a special gift!

Item number: 25

Donor: Maxine 
Garfinkel

Estimated 
value: $40

Minimum 
bid: $10

Description:
Handcrafted 
burled wood desk 
clock. 
Battery operated, 
includes new 
battery. 
7"Hx3"Wx1 3/4"D 

Item number: 26

Donor: Jane 
Kierstein

Estimated 
value: $50

Minimum 
bid: $25

Description:
Hubley doorstop 
(#221), flowerpot 
of nasturtiums 
with the original 
paint.

Item number: 27

Donor: Martha 
and Ted 
Molnar

Estimated 
value: $35 per 
person

Description: Gourmet brunch or lunch on 
the patio, followed by gentle walk on paths 
through acres of meadow to enjoy 
thousands of bobolinks. 360 views of three 
mountain ranges (May).
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Item number: 28

Donor: Harvey and 
Shelley Zara

Estimated 
value: 
Incalculable

Minimum bid: 
$200

Description: Couple to join us for 
dinner at our home. Full course 
gourmet dinner with appropriate 
wines to match each course. Meat, 
fish, chicken or vegetarian. 
Can be scheduled when it is safe to 
visit. Winner may bring up to 4 
additional people for fixed donation 
of $50 each.

Item number: 29

Donor: Martha 
and Ted Molnar

Estimated 
value:
Unknown

Minimum 
bid: $10

Description: 
Harbor by E. F. 
Stockman 
13.5x9.5

Item number: 30

Donor: Carolyne Devlin

Estimated 
value: !!!

Minimum 
bid: $100

Description: As a residential 
designer and project manager, 
I can offer consulting for 
residential renovations, 
additions, and re-builds. 
Three hours of consultation.

Donor: Carolyn Devlin
Aging-in Place Specialist

loveyourhomevt.com

Residential Design
Consulting
Project Management

Renovations, Additions, Re-builds

Perhaps you envision changes to your 
home and just need a little help with 
the details. 
Or maybe your building knowledge is 
limited, and you don’t even know 
where to begin.
Let’s take some time to exchange ideas

Item number: 31

Donor: Maxine Garfinkel

Estimated 
value: $150

Minimum 
bid: $50

Description: 
Granite steel and 
glass side table. 
Style “modern” 
1980 

22"Hx30"Wx20"D

Item number: 32

Donor: Martha 
and Ted Molnar

Estimated value: 
Unknown
Minimum bid: $25 each

Description: Petit point

• Girl 10x10 

• Rabbi 23x18 (frame 
broken)

• Courting scene 29x23

• Frames included

Item number: 33

Donor: Jane and Ken Kierstein

Estimated 
value:
Priceless

Minimum 
bid: $50 per 
person: with 
6 people to 
participate 
at the final 
bid

Description: Chinese Dinner for 6 people.
Dinner will include10 separate dishes: 2 appetizers, soup, 5 
main dishes and 2 kinds of dessert served over a 3-4-hour 
period during which individual dishes will be cooked 
separately.
There will be beef, chicken, duck and vegetable main dishes 
(no pork of shellfish). Tea will be served with dinner.

Items shown may not be those included.

Dietary restrictions cannot 
be accommodated. 
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Item number: 34

Donor: Martha 
and Ted Molnar

Estimated 
value: 
Unknown

Minimum bid:
$25

Description: Petit point

• Woman with fruit 22x18 
horizontal stitches

• Frame included (has 
small pieces of wood 
missing)

Item number: 35

Donor: Martha 
and Ted Molnar

Estimated 
value: $80

Minimum bid:  
$40

• Description: An afternoon of 
kayaking on a wilderness lake in 
Castleton. Carrying of kayaks, 
instructions, snacks and drinks 
included. For two people. 

Item number: 36

Donor: Sabra Shulman

Estimated 
value: 
Unknown

Minimum 
bid $20

Description: 
Bernie mittens !! 
THE REAL DEAL!
Handmade 

100% Pure wool. 
Average woman’s size.

Hand wash only.
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